FsXPand 6.1 Getting started with the FMS/CDU


Introduction
This FMS implementation is an approximation of the real 737NG software. As is the case with other suites on the market. The original has been simplified to some extent to make it manageable at all.

This is the 6.1 production version. of cousre there could be bugs and apparently wrong behaviour of the software due to implementation errors. If you find errors, please let us know via feedback@flyware.nl. 
General problems (not errors) can be reported at the forum, where a lot of issues have already been discussed. Suggestions for improvement are appreciated as usual.

This version is not complete. Some functions still have to be built in. Which is allright for a beta version that will give you a hunch how to operate it and get acquainted with its specifics.
We will continue to complete this task so you can have a complete cockpit solution. Not just for one aircraft type - the basic idea is offering a generic approach, allowing for the use of other models with just typing in a few parameters in a file (of course after having established the right value by test flying!)
We have only done tests with FS9, not with FSX and X-Plane. Later we will.
Specific FSX problems are unlikely to occur, from our experiencce with previous FsXPand versions. But X-Plane is slightly different and some of them will have to be worked out anyway.

Generic also, in that CDU, or PFD/ND can live anywhere on the network. The CDU is just another gauge. Controlled by the keyboard which will be replaced (or added to the PC) by a hardware CDU keyboard still to produce. The Opencockpits type could be built to do just that. We think about issuing our own (only if we can do so for a competing price).
So you have again key commands for all CDU commands. Put your CDU window over any monitor where you display your CDU gauge (this will be on your master machine, the FMC). Or use a mini monitor in 640 x 480. 
Function assignment: Numeric 0-9 and alpha a-z are just what they are on the normal keyboard, and are to be left alone. The rest you can change at will using the menu function of assigning key commands to suite your own. The key commands are all in a file key_commands.txt in this directory. This is a logical layout when you use the normal keyboard when testing software.

How to create your cockpit panels? Easiest is, to load the cockpit you want from the template button in FsXPand and each FsClient. When you give it a name, name them all the same, like 737-MIP or something. FsXPand will force all clients to load the panel with that same name. Although the actual panel confighurations differ, let us say you have on your first client a PFD/ND (selected from the templates the 737pfdnd_1024, on your second the EICAS, on the 3rd the CDU, all bearing the same cockpit name.

FsXPand is now compatible with CPFlight MCP/EFIS. In your master machine, that is where your CDU is loaded, check the MCP item in the hardware menu. You will be prompted for the COM port of your MCP.
But you can use your DIY MCP using key commands as well.

The FMC (Flight Management Computer)
This is the machine where you run the FMS part of the FsClient software. All you have to do is load a CDU gauge there. Then, assign this machine as Master, in the appropriate box in each of your FsClients. FsXPand will read this information on connection and check whether all your FsClient machines have the same master assigned. And remind you if there is a master conflict.
The master is going to make its data available via the FsClient share. So that is where your performance data and your flightplan data are produced. While each client has its own nav database for display purposes on the ND. It will rely on a few small text files and a database table.

Please make sure that your master FsClient is running, before starting further clients. FsClient will fail if the master is not found. This is only checked when you set the master name; to have to check it continually could degrade performance and is not done.

The master will periodically calculate perfromance and flightplan data, and whenever you change a flightplan or change a flap setting, or pass a waypoint. FsXPand will read the data back as frequently, to make sure AFDS knows what it has to do.
Consequently, all other FsClients are regarded as slaves. They will follow what you do on the master. For now it is as simple as that. So there can be only one CDU now. Of course you can copy it using a Y cable.
Later, we want to make the F/O independent so you can create a FP there as well...

There is no manual yet for the FMS functionality. Assuming most 737NG enthousiasts are familiar with building and modifying a route (an example route is provided). Of course this omission will be corrected in the near future.

Software crashes
Sometimes, the FMS can crash. This is unacceptable, because you would have to start your flight all over again.
In that case, just restart your master, and hit Ctrl-; which will make the fp to be reloaded, and executed with the still active waypoint at the crash. FS will pause, and after you have reset your MCP, you can unpause FS and resume your flight where the FMS went wrong. If this was a serious error, it will not even continue from that point. Please send us the fp and we will be able to do some debugging.
Consequently, it will be possible to resume a flight any time. If you type in your active wpt at the scratchpad, and hit Ctrl-; then the FMS will start controlling your flight wherever you want. Of course, the amount of fuel on board will not be correct anymore. This can be very useful if your FS crashes during flight.


Aircraft and autopilot
For now, we have made autopilot parameters available for the stock 737-400, an eventual 737-300, and 737-700-20K and 24K. The 737-700 20K data are from the original manual, while the 24K data are derived - we dont' have the original ones. So if you fly one of these models, bear in mind that 20K has a lower performance than your FS model may potentially have. And it is more exact, and easier to manage for the autopilot because pitch fluctuations due to power changes are more limited. There is no way FsXPand can poke directly into an FS flight model, it is a 'black box model' that is controlled from the outside as if you were holding the controls by the use of rubber strings.

You may be used to having software reading the actual grossweight from FS and calculate the flight data accordingly. This is not so with FsXPand!
The FMS will calculate the fuel needed, and offer a reserve value, calculate the resulting grossweight and the flight data. Just hit LSK1 - 4 to get the data calculated. So you cannot change GW, calculated fuel, and MZFW, only FUEL RES.
Provided that your payload reflects the value in the FsClient\FMS\plan.cfg file which is initially filled with the default FS9 value. Each time you change aircraft (in your master machine menu: Flightplan -> FMS Type -> 737...) it will change in the default FS9 value, but you have to check this with the payload in your FS model.
It is your job also to load the aircraft with the amount of fuel in the FMS. Later, we will ad an autofuel option to make it more simple for you. 

Since the FS9 737-400 is overpowered, you need to fly it derated (twice). Or you may suffer excessive pitch values resulting in loss of AP control.
With this model, I would stay away from lowering the default payload as well.

If you are using a model that has internal FMS logic, switch it all OFF.
You may be used to having LNAV active always, and seeing your a/c getting back to the intended track no matter what you do. This is not so in real 737NG. When more than 3 nm from route, LNAV will disengage, unless on an intercept course of 90 or less, and the route must be intercepted before active waypoint. 


Other important decisions
If you do not own a throttle commanded by servo's (reading offsets via FSUIPC), THR HOLD will not work correctly. This mode just releases throttle control by FMC. FS will start reading your throttle setting as soon as AT releases it (which is almost certainly wrong when you do not have a servo).
In that case, you need to disable the throttle channels in FS, and assign them again in the FsXPand joystick setup. So FsXPand will know when to read these values and when not (in THR HOLD for instance).
You wil have to set the option right in Settings -> Automatic TQ

Offsets
You control the a/c using keyboard commands sent to the MCP and CDU. But, what comes back to the MCP? Autopilot values will be written to the FS autopilot, standard offsets, these offsets are not used because the FS autopilot is not used at all by FsXpand. 

07BC	AP Master switch = Not used
07C0	AP Wing LVL Not used
07C4	AP Nav1 Hold = VORLOC
07C8	AP Heading Hold = HDG SEL
07CC	AP Heading Value = mcp heading
07D0	AP Altitude Hold = ALT HOLD
07D4	AP Altitude Value = mcp altitude
07D8	AP Attitude Hold = AT speed Hold
07DC	AP Airspeed Hold = Not used
07E2	AP Airspeed Value = mcp speed
07E4	AP Mach Hold  Not Used
07E8	AP Mach Value Not Used
07EC	AP V/S Hold = V/S Hold
07F2	AP V/S Value = mcp vspeed
07F4	AP RPM Hold Not Used
07F8	AP RPM Value Not Used
07FC	AP GS Hold Not used 
0800	AP Approach Hold = APP
0804	AP Backcourse Hold = AT N1 Hold
0808	AP Yaw Damper Not used
080C	AP TO/GA Not Used
0810	AP AT ARM Not Used

But not all MCP states have a placeholder there. We write them to specific user defineable offsets.
For test purposes you can rely on the data written back to the FsClient main window. 

The offsets that you can read back from for use in your DIY MCP are in your Offsets.ini file in FsXPand. FsXPand will write the MCP state there, if you choose that option (Settings -> Write MCP offsets). These are free (privately useable) FSUIPC offsets. You can change them at wish, use any in the range 66C0-66CF but make sure that you have no other in use there. The last value is the EXEC light to drive your CDU with.

[Mcpbuttons]
LVLCHG=66C0
LNAV=66C1
VNAV=66C2
CMDL=66C3
CMDR=66C4
CWSL=66C5
CWSR=66C6
CO=66C7
AT=66C8
TOGA=66C9
AP=66CA (APDISCON)
*INTV=66CB

[CDU]
EXEC=66CC


Not implemented (yet):

It may be that you see some behaviour different from what you expect - especially during flight.
Here's a list of not - or limited - implemented features:

Automatic disengagement of the autopilot
Normally, with excessive values for pitch, v/s and speed combinations, the AP should switch off. It is not. Stay on your toes.

Custom waypoints (other than the Runway extension)
There is no way yet to create a custom waypoint, except on the DEP ARR page where you can set an optional RX for the runway used. make it ample (> 7 nm) to ensure smooth localizer interception.

Constraints speed and altitude
So you have to manually set an altitude limit in the MCP. In climb and descent, the FMS will use that value as a limit (if it is valid). MCP speed will be followed, unless a flightplan is loaded and you lower flaps. In that case, the flap man speed for the actual a/c weight is used.
INTV does not work either for this reason.

HOLD, RTE DATA PROGRESS, SID/STAR
Hold on, we'll fix it later.  When on DEP ARR, selecting ILS 33 for instance does not mean that you get a procedure. Just the runway is selected.

G/S mode (still needs some tuning)
Though you can hit APP and intercept and track the localizer, G/S is not yet active so you have to rely on setting a V/S once you see the G/S needle moving. You have to adjust the pitch a bit now and then but it is possible to fly nicely down to the treshold this way.
Consequently, you will switch off VNAV prior to switching to APP to be able to manually control your speed using MCP (but flap limits will be observed).
 
Flaps for takeoff
Flaps 5, 10 and 15 for takeoff possible now for 737-700. For 737-300 and -400, 5 and 15 only.

Armed modes will be annuciated soon.

We have no nice curves linking the legs along the route. For now, it is all angles. Of course they need to be there once SID/STARS have been added. FPV - missing yet.

All kinds of error messages still have to be built in.

That is a lot... But consider what has been implemented: impossible to list here.
You can of course build your route, delete, insert, skip waypoints, and Direct To.
For your convenience, one example route has been added, from Rotterdam to Birmingham. You will find it in INIT REF, NAV DATA, FLIGHT PLANS. Download to scratchpad and upload to your RTE page.

Any feedback is highly appreciated. Thanks for your support - without it FsXPand would not have been possible at all ;-)


The Flyware crew
October 2011
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